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Abstract—Discontinuous reception (DRX), where a user equip-
ment (UE) temporarily disables its receiver, is a critical power
saving feature in modern cellular systems. DRX is likely to
be particularly aggressively used in the mmWave and THz
frequencies due to the high front end power consumption. A key
challenge of DRX in these frequencies is that individual links
are directional and highly susceptible to blockage. MmWave and
THz UEs will therefore likely need to monitor multiple cells
in multiple directions to ensure continuous reliable connectivity.
This work proposes a novel, heuristic algorithm to dynamically
select the cells to monitor to attempt to optimally trade-off link
reliability and power consumption. The paper provides prelimi-
nary estimates of connected mode DRX mode consumption using
detailed and realistic statistical models of blockers at both 28 and
140 GHz. It is found that although blockage dynamics are faster
at 140 GHz, reliable connectivity at low power can be maintained
with sufficient macro-diversity and link prediction.
Index Terms—Discontinuous reception (DRX), terahertz (THz)
communications, millimeter wave (mmWave) communications
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile wireless communication in the mmWave and THz
bands enables multi-Gbps peak throughput, but at the cost of
high power consumption in both radio frequency front-end
(RFFE) and digital baseband processor. As we will see below,
peak power consumption in the UE in the THz frequencies
can exceed 1 Watt, a large portion of the total smartphone
power budget. Discontinuous reception (DRX) modes [1], [2]
where a mobile device or user equipment (UE) temporarily
disables its receiver radio frequency front end (RFFE), can
offer significant power savings in cases where the traffic is
intermittent.
A key challenge in implementing DRX in the mmWave
and THz frequencies is that links are highly susceptible to
blockage by many common materials, as well as the human
body or hand [3]. Thus, small changes in the environment
or orientation of the handset can lead to rapid drops in link
quality [4]–[6]. Hence, in DRX mode, the UE will likely need
to monitor multiple cells to maintain reliable connectivity.
Indeed, macro-diversity has been long identified as key in
mmWave cellular systems [7]. However, from an energy
standpoint, monitoring multiple links reduces the inactive time,
thus creating a trade-off of power consumption and reliability.
As communications move from the mmWave to the sub-THz
bands, the channel dynamics will likely become much faster.
For example, Fig. 1 shows the predicted fade with a human
blocker following the 3GPP double knife-edge diffraction
model [8]. We see that at 140 GHz, the blockage is both
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Fig. 1: Understanding the severity of blockages at higher frequencies. Top
panel: Movement of a human blocker following the 3GPP model [8]. Bottom:
Blockage loss due to knife-edge diffraction.
deeper and faster than 28 GHz. Faster channel dynamics will
be harder to track and necessitate monitoring more cells for a
given reliability. In addition, with the larger number of antenna
elements and wider bandwidths, the RFFE power consumption
will be higher. Hence, finding power efficient methods for
properly selecting cells to monitor in DRX mode, will be even
more vital.
The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, we provide
a preliminary estimate of the power consumption per unit time
for DRX mode measurements. We provide estimates at both
28 and 140 GHz. Second, to minimize the measurement wake
time, we propose a simple algorithm where the UE tries to
maintain its association to its current serving BS, while also
tracking a subset (of a given cardinality) of the remaining BSs
to mitigate the effects of blockage effects and also save power.
Third, we provide detailed simulations of the algorithm using
3GPP path loss and blockage models [8].
II. FRONT END POWER CONSUMPTION AT THZ
We first attempt to estimate the power consumption for link
monitoring in both mmWave and THz frequencies. For ultra-
wideband systems, receivers (RXs) should be designed such
that they can be programmed to tune into any assigned channel
within the available frequency band. One such architecture is
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Fig. 2: Analog beamforming based multi-channel receiver front end with
channel selection performed in digital base band.
proposed in [9], where down conversion and channel selection
are performed by the baseband digital circuit. We will focus
on analog beamforming as shown in Fig. 2, although similar
calculations can be done for digital beamforming as well. For
multi-channel operation, we assume the RFFE and the ADCs
operate over the entire band.
ADC: The power consumed by an ADC scales linearly
with the sampling frequency (fs). For mmWave communi-
cations, 2 GHz of bandwidth is allocated around the center
frequency of 28 GHz. Hence, ADCs for mmWave RFFEs need
to operate at fs = 2 GHz. In contrast, 7 GHz of unlicensed
spectrum is available in the THz band between 141 and
148 GHz [10]. Note that for the direct conversion architecture
considered here, the ADCs operate over the entire available
bandwidth although the individual component carriers may
have a smaller bandwidths. This leads to a 3.5× increase
in power consumption, assuming that ADCs with the same
figures of merit (FoMs) and resolution are used at both bands.
In Table I, we consider an ADC FoM of 65 fJ/steps and we
report the power consumed by a pair of 8-bit ADCs operating
at fs = 2 and fs = 7 Gs/s at the Rx.
RFFE: For a given distance, the free space path loss
encountered at 140 GHz is nearly 14 dB higher compared to
28 GHz mmWave bands. To mitigate this loss in link budget
through beamforming, THz transmitters and receivers will re-
quire at least a quadrupling of the number of antenna elements
on both sides of the link. However, due to the decreased
wavelength, the total antenna aperture can be decreased or
even reduced if there is gain increase on both sides. For
example, a 4×4 uniform plane array (UPA) with λ/2 spacing
at 28 GHz would require approximately an 2 × 2 cm2 area,
while an 8×8 array at 140 GHz would require approximately
an 0.8× 0.8 cm2 area.
An increase in the number of antennas for an analog
beamformer implies an increase in the number of low noise
amplifiers (LNAs) and RF phase shifters (PSs). Following the
work in [11], we assume that the PSs, combiners and mixers
are passive circuits. We also make the assumption that the
FoM for the LNAs and the insertion loss (IL) due to the PS-s
and mixers are the same as at 28 GHz [11] and 140 GHz.
In Table I, we compare the power drawn by the RFFE of a
Rx at 28 GHz with 8-antennas and one at 140 GHz with 64
antennas assuming a 10 dBm of local oscillator power draw.
One might argue that the RFFE power draw may be
reduced by sophistication in circuit design that enhances the
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Fig. 3: RFFE power consumption as a function of the LNA FoM.
For mathematical expressions see [11]
Component 28 GHz
(Nrx = 8)
140 GHz
(Nrx = 64)
RFFE 133.7 999.3
ADC 66.6 232.9
Total 200.3 1232.2
TABLE I: Power consumption by Rx front end at mmWave and THz (all units
in mW)
performance of the LNAs and the PSs. But this may not be
the case. As shown in Fig. 3, a 64 element system with a very
high LNA FoM of 15 mW−1 draws the same power as an 8
element system with a low LNA FoM of 2 mW−1. Similar
observations can be made about PS IL as well. In fact, even
with considerable advancements in devices and circuit design,
a 64 element RFFE will draw considerably more power than
a 8 element one.
Due to the use of a large number of antennas and very
wideband data converters, cellular front ends at 140 GHz can
consume nearly a Watt of additional power compared to those
at 28 GHz as evident from Table I. Hence, power saving at
the receiver by optimizing the discontinuous reception (DRX)
procedure can be crucial for such systems, especially when
employed in handheld UEs.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
DRX is used at the UE both in the RRC connected mode
(i.e., between active data transmissions) as well as the RRC
idle and RRC inactive modes (i.e., when there is a long
period of inactivity) [12]. In this work, we focus on the
connected mode DRX, which is key for UE power savings
especially under practical bursty traffic considerations and
multi-user scenarios. To support macro-diversity resistance
against blockage, we assume the network maintains multiple
simultaneous connections to the UE from different cells (e.g.
via carrier aggregation). The set of cells from which data can
be transmitted is called the serving set.
During DRX, the UE turns off its Rx FE and goes into
the “sleep mode” to save power. Periodically, the UE “wakes
up” at pre-allocated time instances to either monitor a subset
of the available links, or transmit and receive control signals.
During the monitoring intervals, the UE measures the links
over an interval of duration TSS as shown in Fig. 4. We assume
the UE will measure link quality from the synchronization
t. . . . . .
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Fig. 4: Time line of a UE in connected mode DRX.
signal bursts (SSBs) transmitted by the tracked BS. The typical
periodicity for the SSBs is TSS,per = 20 ms [13], [14].
We assume each BS has a different pointing angle to the
UE. Therefore the number of scans the UE needs to performs
increase with the number of cells to monitor. To save power,
we assume that the UE can monitor a a subset of the serving
cells, which we call the listening set. Hence, the value of TSS
will be determined by the number of cells in the listening set,
and the UE will be in sleep mode for a duration Tsleep =
TSS,per − TSS in each DRX cycle.
Blockage: Our goal is to quantify the trade-off of monitor
power consumption and blockage. To model the blockage, let
Mu and Mb denote the number of antenna elements at the UE
and each cell or BS, respectively. Within the DRX cycle, we
index the monitoring or “awake” periods by n = 1, 2, . . . as
shown in Fig. 4. We term them as “monitoring instances”. Let
H(n,k) ∈ CMu×Mb denote the channel matrix between the UE
and the k-th cell in the n-th monitoring instance. The signal
received at the UE is given by
ynk = w
H
k H
(n,k)fkx+ ξnk, (1)
where wk ∈ CMu×1 and fk ∈ CMb×1 are the beamforming
vectors applied at the UE and the cell, respectively, for the
given link, x is the unit energy measurement signal, and ξnk ∼
CN (0, σ2) is the system noise. Hence, for the measurement
signal transmitted from the k-th cell, the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) at the UE is
γnk =
|wHk H(n,k)fk|2
σ2
. (2)
Let An ⊆ {1, . . . , N} denote the listening set, which is the
set of cells chosen in the n-th monitoring instance. We refer
to An as the listening set. We let K denote the number of
cells in the listening set. Listening to fewer cells during each
monitoring instance implies that the Rx FE is turned on for a
short period of time, which saves power. However, with small
K, it is more probable that all the links in An are blocked.
For a given listening set, the probability of blocking, denoted
by PB , can be expressed as follows:
PB ≈
∏
k∈An
P(γnk < γmin), (3)
where γmin is the minimum SNR required for signal detection
or decoding. This leads to an interesting trade-off. Listening
to a large number of cells ensures that the UE has a higher
probability of having a usable radio link. But this will require
larger wake periods during the DRX cycle, leading to greater
power draw.
We use the following simple model to quantify the trade-off.
We assume that the time to monitor K cells is TSS = KTSS,0,
where TSS,0 is the time to monitor each cell. If at least one link
in the monitoring interval is not blocked, the UE will spend
a fraction KTSS,0/TSS,per of the DRX cycle monitoring the
link. If all links are blocked, we assume that the UE must
stay awake for at least one entire DRX cycle to perform a
complete beam search, and re-establish a reliable connection.
Under the above model, the fraction of time the UE is awake,
βawake, and the corresponding time the UE is asleep βsleep
can be bounded as,
βawake ≥ (1− PB)KTSS,0
TSS,per
+ PB , (4)
βsleep = 1− βawake, (5)
where the inequality in (4) results from the fact that the UE
might have to be awake for more that TSS,per on link failure.
Equations (4)-(5) shows the trade-off between a the listening
set size and power savings in the DRX cycle. This is studied
through cellular simulations both at 28 and 140 GHz in the
following section.
IV. DRX MEASUREMENTS AND POWER SAVINGS
To address the problem of saving power by optimizing the
DRX cycle under blockage limited access, in this section we
propose a simple algorithm. In Algorithm 1, for a given K,
the UE selects the best K cells out of all the N cells before
going into DRX mode, i.e., at time n = 0. Before going into
the DRX cycle, based on the N measurements, the UE selects
Algorithm 1 Proposed Algorithm
Data: {γnk : k = 1, · · · , N ;n = 1, 2, · · · }
Input : K, γmin
Initialization
• Listen to all cells and choose the one with the highest
SNR as the serving cell.
• Choosing listening set An: In addition to the serving
cell, uniformly select a subset of K − 1 cells from the
remaining N − 1 cells.
Operation (n ≥ 1)
• Measure γnk for k ∈ An. Let γn,0 denote the SNR of
the serving cell.
if γn,0 > γmin then
γn+1,0 = γn,0 → Stick to current BS
else
if max
k∈An
γnk > γmin then
γn+1,0 = max
k∈An
γnk → Change serving cell
else
Trigger exhaustive beam sweep: Go back to initializa-
tion
end
end
K BS (the listening set An) to monitor during the DRX cycle
including the primary associated link. In the DRX cycle the
link quality of all the BSs in An are measured.
Let the SNR of the serving BS at the n-th measurement
period be γn,0. If γn,0 ≥ γmin, the UE does not change the
serving BS. Otherwise, if γn,0 < γmin, the UE changes its
serving BS and chooses the best BS in An such that
γn+1,0 = max
k∈An
γnk. (6)
Since the UE will already have synchronization information
from the BSs contained inAn, it will only need to do a random
access to change the serving BS. However, when all the links
in An are blocked, i.e.,
max
k∈An
γnk < γmin, (7)
the UE has to go through the beam sweep procedure. The
beam sweep procedure for beamformed systems can span over
several SS periods. The time taken by beam sweep can hence
be given as TBSW = L×TSS,per, where L ≥ 1. The algorithm
is summarized in Algorithm 1.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Simulation Setup
We generate 100 channel trajectories at 28 GHz and
140 GHz using end-to-end simulations that are mainly based
on the 3GPP channel model in [8]1. The UE is located at
(0, 0, 1.8) m. At 28 GHz, we consider 8 antenna elements
at the UE, while at 140 GHz, 64 antenna elements are
assumed. For simplicity, we do not consider the impact of
array geometry and the associated latency and the power
consumption involved in finding the best receive direction.
Instead, we assume eigen beamforming to calculate the beam-
forming gain in (2) (i.e., wk and fk are equal to the eigenvector
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of H(n,k)H(n,k)
H
and
H(n,k)
H
H(n,k), respectively). Hence, in effect, we assume that
the UE and the BS can always ‘point’ towards each other and
determine the strongest direction of the received signal. The
challenges posed by array geometry is left for future work.
We consider a cell radius, (r), of 100 m and deploy 9 BSs
of height 10m in the xy-plane on a square grid of dimensions
200 m× 200 m. The BSs can either be in line-of-sight or
non-line-of-sight. At 28 GHz and 140 GHz, we consider the
number of antennas at the BS to be 64 and 256 respectively.
The UE is dropped randomly with in the grid for a given
channel trajectory and remains stationary.
We distinguish between two kinds of blockers - human
and vehicular, which are assumed to be present with equal
probability. The blockage loss is modeled using the 3GPP
blockage model B [8], which is based on double knife-edge
diffraction, where each blocker is modeled as rectangular
screen in the vertical plane. The blocker dimensions are chosen
according to 3GPP recommendations [8], with the height and
1While the specifications of the 3GPP channel model are valid up to
100GHz, we continue to use it even for 140GHz due to the absence of
standardized channel models for the spectrum above 100 GHz
width of a human (vehicular) blocker set to 1.7 m (1.4 m) and
0.3 m (4.8 m), respectively. For a given channel trajectory, let
xj(n) ∈ R2 denote the projection of the centroid of the j-th
blocker onto the xy-plane during the n-th monitoring instance.
At n = 0, the collection of obstacle locations, {xj(0)}, are
distributed according to a Poisson point process of intensity
λb = 0.01 m
−2 [15] over a circle of radius 200 m centered
at the UE. For n ≥ 1, xj(n) evolves in a Markovian manner
as follows:
xj(n) = xj(n− 1) + x˙j(n)∆, (8)
where x˙j(n) ∈ R2 denotes the velocity along the xy-plane
of the j-th obstacle during the n-th monitoring instance and
∆ = 20 ms is the sampling period (SSB periodicity [13],
[14]).
The initial blocker velocities, {x˙j(0)}, are drawn indepen-
dently and uniformly over [0, 1] m/s for a human blocker and
over [0, 28] m/s for vehicular blockers2. For n ≥ 1, x˙j(n)
evolves in the following manner:
x˙j(n) = x˙j(n− 1) +w(n) (9)
where {w(n) : n ≥ 1} is a sequence of i.i.d zero-mean
Gaussian random vectors with identity covariance matrix. For
simplicity, we assume wk and fk to be equal to the left and
right singular vectors corresponding to the largest singular
value of H(n,k), respectively.
The list of all the parameters used for generating the channel
trajectories are provided in Table II.
B. Simulation Results
The performance of Algorithm 1 is evaluated using the
SNR from the generated channel trajectories. The quantities
of interest, as a function of K, are the blocking probability,
PB (γmin = −6.5 dB) and the fractional UE sleeping time,
βsleep.
2These velocity ranges for human and vehicular blockers are based on 3GPP
recommendations, as well [8].
Parameters 28 GHz 140 GHz
Scenario UMi
Mu 8 64
Mb 64 256
BS height 10 m
N 9
UE height 1.8m
Bandwidth 400 MHz
Sampling interval 20 ms
Temperature 298 K
Cell radius, r 100 m
Blocker density, λb 0.01 m−2
Blocker height 1.4 m (Vehicular), 1.7 m (Human)
Blocker width 4.8 m (Vehicular), 0.3 m (Human)
Blocker speed 0-28 m/s (0-100 km/h)[Vehicular]
0-1 m/s (0-3 km/h)[Human]
Transmitted Power 23dBm
TABLE II: Values of different parameters for the generation of channel
trajectories
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Fig. 5: Variation of PB as a function of K. The dashed horizontal line
corresponds to PB = 1%.
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Fig. 6: Fractional UE sleep time, βsleep, as a function of K.
Fig. 5 captures the variation in PB as a function of K. We
observe that K = 4 is sufficient to guarantee a usable radio
link with a probability greater than 99%.
Fig. 6 plots βsleep as a function of K. While it seems
intuitive to expect that βsleep would be the highest for K = 1,
since TSS has the smallest value in this case, this is not true
in reality since the probability that the UE has to perform
exhaustive beam sweep (equal to PB) is also high. At the other
extreme when K = 9, even though the UE does not have to
perform beam sweep often, βsleep is still not the highest due
to the large value of TSS. From Fig. 6, we observe that βsleep
is highest (> 85% for 28 GHz and 140 GHz) when K = 4.
Thus, from Figs. 5 and 6, we infer that K = 4 is sufficient to
guarantee a usable radio link at least 99% of the time while
saving the most amount of power.
VI. CONCLUSION
A central challenge for realizing mobile and handheld
devices in the mmWave and THz frequencies is the high power
consumption of the RFFE. Aggressive use of DRX modes
offers the possibility of significant power savings, assuming
traffic is bursty. However, mmWave and THz channel quality
can be intermittent due to blockage. frequent channel mon-
itoring in DRX mode thereby reducing the power savings.
In this work, we have presented preliminary estimates of
RFFE power consumption for DRX measurements. A simple
algorithm to minimize the number of cells to monitor has also
been proposed and simulated at both 28 and 140 GHz. Our
simulations indicate that, using correct predictions, a small
number of cells can be tracked, while maintaining high levels
of reliability.
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